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HIGHLIGHTS

The American Journal of Jurisprudence

Editors-in-chief: Gerard V. Bradley and John Finnis

The American Journal of Jurisprudence is an international journal publishing critical

discussions of the moral foundations of law and legal systems, exploring

current and historical issues in ethics, philosophy of law or jurisprudence,

and legal (including constitutional) theory.

www.ajj.oxfordjournals.org
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Uniform Law Review / Revue de droit
uniforme

Editors-in-chief: José Angelo Estrella Faria and Stefan Vogenauer

The Uniform Law Review (Revue de droit uniforme) is a quarterly, bilingual 

journal offering a unique instrument for reflection and the provision of

information on the political and technical problems of the harmonisation

of law world-over, with an ample part being reserved for the work carried

out in UNIDROIT. The Review comprises a collection of material on the

continuing progress achieved in the field of the unification of law.

www.ulr.oxfordjournals.org
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Journal of Antitrust Enforcement

Editors-in-chief: Ariel Ezrachi andWilliam Kovacic

The Journal of Antitrust Enforcement provides a platform for leading scholarship

on public and private competition law enforcement, at both domestic and

international levels. The JAE covers a wide range of enforcement related

topics, including: public and private competition law enforcement,

cooperation between competition agencies, the promotion of worldwide

competition law enforcement, optimal design of enforcement policies,

performance measurement, empirical analysis of enforcement policies,

combination of functions in the competition agency mandate, and

competition agency governance. Other topics include the role of the

judiciary in competition enforcement, leniency, cartel prosecution,

effective merger enforcement, competition enforcement and human

rights, and the regulation of sectors.

www.antitrust.oxfordjournals.org 



London Review of International Law

Editors: Matt Craven, Catriona Drew, Stephen Humphreys,

Andrew Lang and Susan Marks

The London Review of International Lawwill publish high-quality

scholarship on international law from around the world. Reflecting

the pace and reach of developments in the field, the London Review seeks

to capture the ways in which received ideas are being challenged and

reshaped by new subject-matters, new participants, new conceptual

apparatuses and new cross-disciplinary connections. Central aims 

of the London Review are to encourage imaginative thinking, inspire

innovative analysis, and promote excellence in writing. While no 

area of international legal interest is excluded, the London Review

prioritises non-doctrinal scholarship, including theory, history 

and socio-legal studies.

www.lril.oxfordjournals.org

The Chinese Journal of Comparative Law

Editor-in-chief: Wenhua Shan

The Chinese Journal of Comparative Law (CJCL) is an independent, 

peer-reviewed general comparative law journal published under 

the auspices of the International Academy of Comparative Law (IACL)

and in association with the Silk Road Institute for International and

Comparative Law (SRIICL) at Xi’an Jiaotong University, PR China.

CJCL aims to provide a leading international forum for the

interchange of views and research collaboration between Chinese

lawyers and lawyers in other parts of the world. It accommodates 

and fosters top-quality discourses falling within what is broadly

conceived as comparative studies on all disciplines of law, including

cross-disciplinary legal studies, with a view to serving constructively

the Chinese legal system and its continuous evolution and reform.

www.cjcl.oxfordjournals.org
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